LETTER TO SHAREHOLDERS
Dear Shareholder,
In 1995, after the first democratic elections, we set out to build a company that would create wealth for our
shareholders while making a meaningful contribution to society – assisting in our own way to build a better
South Africa.
We are proud of what we have achieved over the past 25 years. Today, PSG Group Ltd (“PSG” or “the company”)
is a leading South African investment company with a portfolio that span various industries, including an array
of early-stage investments in select growth sectors.
We have always supported and believed in government’s promise: one of a better life for all South Africans.
Our obligation as a JSE-listed company primarily invested in South Africa, is to make good on the capital that
our shareholders entrust us with and thereby benefitting all stakeholders.
In delivering on this responsibility, it is important that we reflect on how our success is measured as a group,
how we continue to build resilience and deliver returns amidst global and local market pressures, and what
you, as a shareholder, can look forward to.
OUR PERFORMANCE
Looking back, it has arguably been 25 very good years for PSG. The majority of our investments have
outperformed the market as is evident from the Total Return Index (“TRI”) graph below whereby the TRI of
PSG and each of its core investee companies have been measured against that of the JSE All Share Index over
their respective measurement periods. PSG achieved a compound return of 40,8% p.a. since its establishment
in 1995, compared to the JSE All Share Index which yielded 13% p.a. over this period.
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Measured since the respective dates set out above until 29 February 2020.
Capitec unbundling in November 2003 treated as a dividend.
Stadio unbundling in October 2017 treated on the assumption that Curro shareholders retained their Stadio shares.

The TRI assumes that on the date a dividend is paid by a company, it is reinvested into that company’s share at
the ex-dividend price. The measurement attempts to better compare the returns of non- or low-dividend-paying
companies with that of high-dividend-paying companies. The measure is certainly not perfect but is one of
the best benchmarks of performance, nonetheless.
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PSG’s current executive management team has effectively been at the helm for the past 10 years, during which
period PSG’s sum-of-the-parts (“SOTP”) value per share increased by 26% p.a. One could argue that PSG’s
investment returns in recent years have not been as attractive as historically. However, when examined holistically
it is still highly commendable – the company is significantly bigger than what it was in earlier years and had
to adapt and grow despite what has become known as the “Lost Decade” in the South African economy –
characterised by stagnation or decline following runaway corruption and mismanagement at government level.
By comparison, the JSE All Share Index only yielded approximately 7% p.a. during this period – however, with
Naspers (Tencent) and some of the other Rand-hedge companies stripped out, the share price performance
of locally-focused JSE-listed companies was generally dismal.
PSG SOTP value

Asset/(liability)

28 Feb
2010
Rm

29 Feb
2020
Rm

2 367

46 130

PSG Konsult1

948

6 399

PSG Alpha

834

3 618

834

2 969

Capitec1

649

Stadio1
Other investments2
Zeder1

742

3 173
2 604

Curro1
Dipeo2
Other assets

761

879

Cash4

(23)

187

Pref investments and loans receivable4

284

542

PSG Corporate3

361

Other4

139

150

5 652

62 803

Total assets
Perpetual pref funding1

(541)

Other debt4

(539)

Total SOTP value

4 572

(1 463)
(1 020)
60 320

Shares in issue (net of treasury shares) (m)

171,9

218,2

SOTP value per share (R)

26,60

276,43

Share price (R)

22,05

186,60

Listed on the JSE Ltd  
SOTP value  
3
Valuation
4
Carrying value
Note: PSG’s live SOTP value calculation containing further information is available at www.psggroup.co.za
1
2
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LETTER TO SHAREHOLDERS (continued)
Numerous market commentators have claimed that PSG is merely a proxy for Capitec and that Capitec was
the only contributor to our growth. It is indeed true that Capitec is a phenomenal success. However, just like
asset managers, we as an investment holding company are constantly confronted with three options: buy,
hold or sell. But unlike asset managers, we are not bound by prudential limits insofar our investment portfolio
weighting is concerned. Hence, by holding onto our investment in Capitec and increasing our stake over the
last 10 years, we clearly made the right decision – and all PSG shareholders benefited accordingly.
We have used a simplified approach to analyse the performance of our investment in Capitec versus that
of the other investments in our portfolio as a collective (“Other Investments”) over the last 10 years, and to
compare our companies’ performance to that of the JSE All Share Index. For this purpose, equity and debt
capital raised by PSG during such time for further investment into Capitec have been allocated as such, with
all other capital raised allocated to Other Investments. The compound annual returns on a per share basis
over the last 10 years compared as follows:
•
•
•
•

PSG SOTP value:
Capitec:
Other Investments:
JSE All Share Index:

26%
34%
16%
7%

The return of 16% p.a. achieved by the Other Investments, albeit less than that of Capitec, still significantly
outperformed the JSE All Share Index’s performance. One also needs to take into account that the Other
Investments include PSG’s surplus cash, loans advanced to and preference share investments in investee
companies, which typically yield lower returns. In addition, the absolute amount of the ordinary dividend
paid by PSG was higher than the dividend we received from Capitec, which further reduced the returns of
the Other Investments.
OUR INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY
Going back to the beginning in 1995, PSG initially set out to build businesses primarily in the financial services
sector. After the A2 banking crisis in the early 2000s, circumstances necessitated PSG to adapt and change
focus to evolve into what it is today – an investment holding company. Our strategy was initially more arbitrage
focused, a prime example being our investment in rights in the JSE before its demutualisation and listing in
2005/6. This remains one of PSG’s best transactions to date. The buying of stakes in agri-businesses (which
later became Zeder) was also done with an arbitrage mindset. PSG remains committed to its core philosophy
of simple, good and ethical business.
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
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We prefer to invest in companies that are in the early stages of their growth trajectory whereby PSG
can help build such businesses alongside entrepreneurs from the development stage, resulting in high
returns if successful and relatively small losses if not.
We primarily invest in:
––
Enterprises with uncomplicated business models, operating in large markets;
––
Industries that exhibit either a fragmented market dynamic or one with large inefficient incumbents; and
––
Honest, focused, talented, hard-working and passionate management whom we believe are the
best in their respective fields.
We are long-term investors with no predetermined exit strategy.
Sound corporate governance is non-negotiable – we believe in accurate, transparent and succinct information.
A key tenet of success is trust – without trust, companies lose clients and leaders lose their teams.
We advocate trust through our philosophy of ultimate empowerment. We employ honest, smart,
competent individuals, and empower them through trust.
We believe in co-investing with management. Management as co-owners are aligned with other
shareholders and generally more focused and dedicated to growing their businesses. This also applies
to PSG – the board of directors owns 6% of the company.
We provide our early-stage investments with the necessary capital to enable management to focus
relentlessly on growing their business rather than on meeting funding requirements. Once these
businesses mature, they will be able to leverage their balance sheets when needed. Besides capital,
we provide these companies with the necessary support and guidance in terms of strategic thinking,
decision-making, implementation and corporate governance whenever necessary.

As PSG is not an operational company, we spend most of our time strategising, both at a PSG and an investee
company level. We operate on the basis that the world is forever changing, and therefore do our level
best to remain flexible, adaptable and curious – always seeking and leveraging opportunities throughout
economic cycles.
COVID-19
We had a clear vision of the key initiatives we wanted to implement in 2020, after a few challenging years,
and were confident it would be a year in which we would see accelerated growth. By the end of February,
most of our investee companies had compiled their 5-year strategic plans and even though the economy
remained constrained, we were confident that our initiatives would help steer our group in the right direction.
Zeder concluded the disposal of its investment in Pioneer Foods to PepsiCo in early March, announcing the
payment of a special dividend which provided PSG with a significant cash injection of R1,7bn – putting us in
a strong position from a liquidity perspective to implement our various strategies.
The business environment, however, changed dramatically in the space of only a few weeks. Like so many,
we were caught off-guard by the realities of the COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent national lockdown.
It resulted in an unprecedented shock to our economy, which rendered our plans for 2020 obsolete as we had
to immediately adopt a much more defensive strategy to help protect our businesses, where needed. We are
confronted with new challenges daily as uncertainty about the consequences of this pandemic prevails. There
is unfortunately no textbook or experience to fall back on as the whole world finds itself in uncharted waters.
That said, we are learning fast as we go along and believe that our collective experience, passion, resilience
and focus will help PSG weather this storm. We have a clear long-term strategy and are well capitalised – our
house stands on a solid foundation, for which we are grateful.
UNBUNDLING OF CAPITEC
During April 2020, we announced the potential unbundling of up to PSG’s entire 30,7% shareholding in Capitec
to PSG shareholders.
The biggest question on everyone’s mind considering the uncertain times we currently find ourselves in
must be: why unbundle Capitec now? Surely bigger must be better for now – why not rather consider this
profoundly altering move once there is more certainty about South Africa’s economy and the likely impact on
our businesses’ future prospects? Are we putting PSG under undue pressure, especially in the context of the
current uncertain trading environment? These are all valid and obvious questions to answer.
RATIONALE FOR THE CAPITEC UNBUNDLING
COVID-19 is not happening in a vacuum – challenges facing the world prior to this pandemic have not
simply disappeared.
Regulatory challenges
For some time now the Prudential Authority has been working on prudential standards for the regulation and
supervision of so-called “financial conglomerates” in South Africa (currently in a consultation phase before
implementation in 2020/1). Due to our interests in both a bank (through Capitec) and an insurance company
(through PSG Konsult), the Prudential Authority has indicated that PSG will most probably in future be classified
as part of, and accordingly regulated as a financial conglomerate despite numerous engagements with and
submissions made to the relevant regulatory bodies. Although there is still a degree of uncertainty to what
extent PSG will be regulated, it has become clear that PSG and its shareholders will most likely be severely
prejudiced. Herewith a couple of our major concerns:
•

•

Reservation of capital at a PSG level: any surplus capital that PSG needs to reserve against its balance
sheet will materially affect future returns. We are also not able to raise such required capital now due
to the significant discount at which PSG trades to its underlying value as depicted in the SOTP value.
Regulatory submissions: as we do not have the necessary manpower with the required regulatory
compliance expertise at PSG, we will need to appoint the appropriate resources to deal with this, which
will lead to a significant increase in the head office cost base.
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LETTER TO SHAREHOLDERS (continued)
•

Prior regulatory approval required for any major transaction, even if such transaction at an investee
level has nothing to do with the regulated financial services entities: could cause delays and see the
opportunity go lost as timing is usually crucial. We have always viewed our ability to act quickly and
decisively to capitalise on opportunities as a competitive advantage – introducing regulatory approval
and potential associated delays into the decision-making process will effectively render PSG and its
investee companies uncompetitive.

There are several other concerns too, but clearly the aforementioned will be detrimental to PSG, its investee
companies and all their shareholders. The likely outcome will be an even further increase in the discount at
which PSG currently trades to its SOTP value. Our only solution is to unbundle Capitec.
Still – why now? The Prudential Authority will require mock regulatory reporting of PSG commencing early next
year (2021). During this process, we will work closely with the Regulator to ensure that we are fully compliant
and ready when the new regulations take effect in 2022. This means any process we embark on to avoid this
re-classification for said reasons, needs to be completed by the end of 2020 latest. Had this not been the case,
we may well have reconsidered the timing of the unbundling; however, we believe it is the most appropriate
course of action considering the bigger picture. We also believe that Capitec remains well capitalised and
can continue to operate completely independent of us.
The discount predicament
PSG Group share price vs SOTP value per share over the past 10 years
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The graph above illustrates that the discount of PSG’s share price to its SOTP value per share started to open
up in 2017 and has continued to widen since. There are numerous potential reasons for the discount widening:
•
•

•

•
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Holding companies worldwide seem to have fallen out of favour with investors and most currently trade
at significant discounts.
Apart from Capitec, the majority of our companies in the group has found the economic conditions
challenging for a number of years running. As a consequence, Capitec’s share price significantly
outperformed that of the other investee companies over the last two to three years, with Capitec
dominating PSG’s SOTP value, representing approximately 70% of total assets. Given the significant
discount of 30% to 35% at which PSG was trading to its SOTP value net of debt, our stake in Capitec was
worth more than PSG’s entire market capitalisation. Strangely enough, the significant success of one
company in our portfolio had ironically become a challenge. As we were indeed fortunate to have such a
great company in our group, we’ve previously referred to this particular challenge as a “champagne issue”.
PSG has too many entry points with most of our core investments being listed on the JSE – shareholders
can basically construct their own “PSG portfolio” by excluding the companies they do not favour and
weighting the portfolio differently.
PSG has to date struggled to get meaningful traction with several of its early-stage PSG Alpha investments.
Although the economy has been tough with customers less likely to try something new, we have
unfortunately also scored a few own goals. We will endeavour to execute with greater success going forward.

As management we work primarily for you as our shareholders, for our employees and for our other stakeholders
at large. The executive management team are also substantial PSG shareholders and the discount frustrates us
just as much, if not more, as it does other shareholders. Strategically the discount adds further complexities as
we are unable to access the equity markets. We have brainstormed various ways to address the discount. Some
proposed strategies would likely be better than others – we would to a certain extent have benefitted from
improved profitability and market re-ratings of our non-Capitec companies, but we already knew it was unlikely in
the current economic environment. With the pending regulatory requirements and PSG’s discount to SOTP value
predicament in mind, it became clear that the only viable solution would be to unbundle Capitec.
Ultimately this was one of the hardest decisions to make in the history of PSG. Capitec is arguably the best company
established in South Africa over the last two decades. It bolstered our balance sheet and the dividend flow from
this investment has been substantial. As PSG will distribute its largest asset to shareholders, it will leave us with
a smaller but more nimble company.
FINAL UNBUNDLING RATIOS
The PSG board has consequently resolved to unbundle 28,1% out of PSG’s 30,7% interest in Capitec to PSG
shareholders, representing 14 Capitec shares for every 100 PSG shares held – thereby effectively retaining a 4,3%
interest in Capitec (i.e. 2,6% interest not unbundled plus 1,7% interest received in terms of the unbundling pursuant
to the 13,9m PSG treasury shares held by PSG Financial Services Ltd (“PSG Financial Services”), a wholly-owned
subsidiary of PSG). The objective for the retention of such 4,3% interest comprising 4,9m Capitec shares is to
help bolster PSG’s balance sheet.
OUR IMMEDIATE STRATEGY IN A WORLD WITHOUT CAPITEC
PSG’s immediate strategy post the unbundling of Capitec is as follows:
•

•

•
•

Firstly, to reduce debt and ensure a healthy liquidity position, assuming that investment holding companies
may continue to trade at a discount and that equity markets may accordingly be less accessible for capital
raisings in the foreseeable future. In this regard –
––
PSG early-settled its only remaining term debt comprising redeemable preference shares amounting
to R1bn on 29 May 2020. Following the redemption, PSG’s only ongoing funding obligation comprises
the bi-annual preference dividend payable in respect of the perpetual (i.e. non-redeemable) preference
shares issued by PSG Financial Services.
––
Subsequent to announcing the final terms of the Capitec unbundling to the market, PSG disposed of
1,7m of the aforementioned Capitec shares not forming part of the unbundling, thereby reducing PSG’s
30,7% interest in Capitec to 29,2% and adding a further R1,2bn in cash net of tax to PSG’s balance sheet,
with PSG’s retained interest in Capitec following the proposed unbundling being 2,8%;
Secondly, to secure adequate liquidity for PSG in order to support its key investments where necessary. In this
regard, PSG has revisited the strategic objectives of its investee companies and assessed how they may
possibly be affected by the severe downturn in the economy following the COVID-19 lockdown. Although it
is not possible to accurately predict the extent of the damage to the economy, PSG has performed various
scenario analyses to stress test its investee companies’ resilience. Such analyses included assessing the
capital needs of its investee companies, while assuming that access to debt funding may be limited in the
short to medium term;
Thirdly, to have sufficient resources available to support investee companies when attractive bolt-on
acquisition opportunities become available (this part of the strategy is aligned to the second part above); and
Finally, PSG aims to proactively seek new investments which fit its investment philosophy and show promise
to flourish in the emerging new economy post COVID-19.

PROSPECTS
As mentioned, PSG will have a strong balance sheet with ample liquidity and limited debt post the Capitec
unbundling and associated restructurings. PSG’s remaining core investee companies such as PSG Konsult and Curro
are market leaders in their respective industries and suitably positioned to capitalise on any economic recovery.
PSG Alpha’s early-stage investments provide meaningful optionality, particularly so in the context of a “smaller”
PSG ex-Capitec. We therefore remain optimistic about PSG’s long-term growth prospects and value creation for
shareholders, albeit cautiously so as much will depend on the state of the South African economy going forward.
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LETTER TO SHAREHOLDERS (continued)
A WORD OF THANKS AND TRIBUTE
As we celebrate PSG’s quarter century anniversary, we pay tribute to Jannie Mouton and his team who founded
PSG 25 years ago. Your vision and entrepreneurship have shaped PSG into one of South Africa’s leading companies.
We have learned much from you and our investment philosophy continues to include your principles. Not only
have you provided PSG shareholders with superior returns, you have also touched and enriched the lives of many
South Africans by making a measurable impact on our greater economy.
We have tremendous gratitude towards the Capitec team for the many years of being part of your groundbreaking
journey. A special word of thanks to Gerrie Fourie, André du Plessis, Michiel le Roux, Riaan Stassen, and many
other managers – what a team you are. We are privileged to not only call you colleagues, but also friends. We as
PSG shareholders look forward to now becoming direct shareholders in Capitec.
We thank the management teams and all employees throughout the wider PSG group. We appreciate the efforts
you always put in, but especially so in the last couple of months. All of you have demonstrated monumental
resilience and passion for your various industries amidst trying times. From the Evergreen staff who look after
the elderly to Curro setting the pace with online learning during lockdown, you are all walking the extra mile.
PSG looks forward to continue being part of your journey and to support you.
We thank our loyal shareholders. This company after all exists for you and we are always humbled by and grateful
for the trust you continue to place in us.
Thank you to the PSG board of directors for your support, guidance and wisdom.
It is our hope that government will put potential political agendas aside and make timely and appropriate
decisions for the future of all in South Africa – our country and its people are simply too precious not to.
May we all have the courage, wisdom and resilience to do whatever we can to help rebuild this country – to
rise truly stronger together.

KK Combi
Chairman
Stellenbosch
10 June 2020
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Executive

